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for the sec s5pc110 test you’ll need a bofh based sound card and a cpu which
supports the amd extension. for this test i’ve chosen the coreboot version 2.0.2 with

the patched uniprint.rom. the sec s5pc110 tests the implementation of memory
system and the ddr module and the memory controllers which handle the ecc.

the memory system and ddr implementation isn’t the only thing tested with the sec
s5pc110. the coreboot test also checks the ecc module and the memory controllers
to make sure the memory system and the ddr are working. all memory system tests

are run with the uniprint.rom which doesn’t require any additional drivers. sec
s5pc110 java test java tests the ddr module and the memory controllers to make

sure the memory system and the ddr are working. arduino-compatible eeprom dual
with 3.3v and 5v outputs this is the last dual output version of the arduino-

compatible eeprom which has enough drivers to support arduino and arduino ide. it
has the same hardware pinout as the sec pc110 dual, but with a 5v driver. this

driver uses the arduino-compatible eeprom ic-d70 ( and comes in a small test board.
the test system consists of the following components: personal computer (pc) or

host system to run the secure channel cipher suite (scc) implementation pre-
installed software on the pc or host to run the scc implementations software for the

pc to collect and analyze the test results the software for the pc must include a
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driver for the sec s5pc110 test system. the drivers are provided by securid software,
inc. and are available for download at . the drivers are generic and support the

following sec s5pc110 configurations: pc tpm 1.2 pc tpm 2.0 pc prim 1.0 pc
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